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RB-PD2 Stereo Profanity Delay

Category: Synchronisers, Delays &
Silence Detectors.
Product Function: To introduce an audio
delay into a program output allowing
unsuitable or profain program material
to be removed instantly.

Typical Applications: Radio and TV phone
in programs and chat shows where content
needs to be censored.
Features: Both analogue and digital audio
I/O, automatic audio stretch algorithm
allows seemless building of the delay, no
pitch changes, up to 55 seconds of delay,
Drop and Dump buttons, Dump via jingle
playout or dropping of audio, GPI control
of buttons, GPIO can follow current delay
time.

The RB-PD2 is a stereo audio profanity
delay used for live broadcast programs to
prevent unwanted or obscene material
from being transmitted. It features an
automatic audio stretch algorithm that
allows between 2 and 55 (*) seconds of
delay to be built up live whilst “on air”,
whilst maintaining the correct pitch. The
delay can also be acquired whilst playing
a pre-selected audio file on a Compact
Flash™ memory card. When the program
is complete, the audio stretch algorithm
seamlessly reduces the delay to zero.

The RB-PD2 has both balanced analogue and
AES/EBU digital audio inputs and outputs on
3 pin XLR connectors and provides sample
rates up to 48kHz at 24 bit. It can act as a
combined A/D and D/A unit meaning that
analogue inputs can be output as AES/EBU
or vice-versa.
The delay can be initiated by pressing the
BUILD DELAY button on the front panel.
A front panel display shows the amount
of delay being built-up, up to the amount
initially selected.
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There are several ways to make sure that
any unwanted material is removed from the
audio at the outputs. A COUGH function,
activated from a dedicated front panel
button, allows locally generated sounds
being presented at the inputs, such as the
presenter coughing or equipment switching
noises, to be discarded.
The DUMP function, which is also activated
from a front panel button, has 2 different
modes. The first DUMP mode removes
a section of audio that has already been
buffered, by a pre-selected amount. The
second DUMP mode plays a pre-selected
audio file on the Compact Flash™ memory
card. When the file has finished playing, the
delay is then equal to the duration of the
file. The DUMP button can be used multiple
times to use up the built-up delay and once
used, the unit automatically starts to rebuild
the original delay time.
As a last resort, all the buffered audio
can be discarded by pressing and holding
the DUMP button which activates the DROP
function.
At the end of a radio show when you want
to broadcast live, the delay can be ramped
down by pressing the front panel EXIT DELAY
button.
A dedicated record mode allows audio
presented at either the analogue or digital
inputs to be recorded to a linear WAV
file on a Compact Flash™ memory card.
Additionally, the card format used is PC
readable, allowing pre-recorded linear WAV

files to be transferred easily from a PC or
other such device.
A front panel blue vacuum fluorescent
display with rotary controller is used
for selecting the various settings of the
profanity delay, which include the start
delay and dump modes, safe period, source
(analogue or digital), sample rate and
sample bit width as well as the required
delay time. The current delay value, in
seconds, is permanently displayed as is the
current status of the unit. Additionally, input
peak digits can be selected from +12dBu,
+18dBu and +24dBu for FSD and two left
and right pre-set potentiometers on the
rear panel allow the input gain range to be
altered by ±3dB around the selected peak
digits. The analogue output gain range
can be altered in software from -6dBu to
+24dBu output level, ref FSD. Both analogue
and digital outputs can be separately muted
and a front panel Bypass button disengages
electro-mechanical relays to divert both
analogue and digital inputs to their outputs.
This is also disengaged automatically when a
power-fail occurs.
The RB-PD2 features a remote port
supplying 8 inputs and 6 outputs, all of
which are freely assignable. The inputs can
be used to trigger any of the unit’s functions
such as build delay, activate cough or enter
record mode and start a new recording. The
outputs can provide external signalling to
indicate when certain events have occurred
such as the delay reaching the required
value or the outputs being muted. Also,

the 6 remote outputs can optionally be
made to follow 6 of the inputs with the
current programme delay inserted between
actuation on the input and actuation on the
output. This can be useful for timed events
that need to account for the delay built up
by the RB-PD2.
Because playback from a Compact Flash™
card can be triggered remotely, the RB-PD2
can also be used at transmitter sites to play
an emergency audio file via GPI in the event
of silence detection.
The front panel controls can be locked-out
for situations where remote control is being
used to run the unit, or where physical
security is required.
A red LED indicates when power to the
RB-PD2 is on.

Sampling Frequency:

Selectable 32kHz, 44.1kHz
or 48kHz

Sample Width:

Selectable 16bit or 24bit

Channels:

Stereo

Minimum Delay:

2 seconds

Maximum Delay:

Dependent on sample and
bit rates selected:
32kHz: 16 bit - 55 seconds
24 bit - 27.5 seconds
44.1kHz:16 bit - 40 seconds
24 bit - 20 seconds
48kHz: 16 bit - 37 seconds
24 bit - 18.5 seconds

Rear Panel Connections
Analogue Inputs:

2 x XLR 3 pin female (balanced)
(L & R)

Analogue Outputs:

2 x XLR 3 pin male (balanced)
(L & R)

Digital Inputs:

1 x AES/EBU XLR 3 pin female

Digital Outputs:

1 x AES/EBU XLR 3 pin male

Remote I/O Port:

15-way ‘D’-type plug, 8 GPI
inputs, 6 GPI outputs

Serial Comms Port:

9-way ‘D’-type plug

Mains Input:

Filtered IEC, continuously rated
85 - 264VAC, 47 - 63Hz, fused,
60W peak, 30W average

Fuse Rating:

Anti-surge fuse 2A 20 x 5mm

Front Panel Controls

* At 32kHz 16bit

Display:

Vacuum fluorescent display

Specification For RB-PD2

Direct Control
Push-Buttons:

Build Delay, Exit Delay, Cough,
Audio Bypass & Dump/Drop

A/D Specification

System Navigation:

Rotary selector with integral
push-switch

Removable Audio
Storage Device:

Compact Flash™ memory card port
(supporting up to 2GB) CF™ card
used must be PIO type 4 or higher

Maximum Input Level: +28dBu
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Analogue & Digital
Levels:

Selectable +12dBu, +18dBu, Input
+24dBu for FSD

Analogue Pre-set
Input Gain Range:

Adjustable 3dB loss to 3dB
gain (L & R adjust)

Signal to Noise:

Better than -101dBFS (RMS
A-weighted at 24bit)

Dynamic Range:

> 110dB

Distortion & Noise:

> 96dB THD + N at 1kHz

D/A Specification
Maximum Output
Level:

+24dBu
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Dynamic Range:

> 100dB

Analogue Output
Gain Range:

Selectable -6dBu to +24dBu
output level, ref FSD

Equipment Type
RB-PD2:

Stereo profanity delay

Physical Specification
Dimensions
(Raw):

48cm (W) x 15.8cm (D+) x 4.3cm (H)
(1U)
19” (W) x 6.2” (D+) x 1.7” (H)(1U)

Dimensions
(Boxed):

59cm (W) x 27.5cm (D*) x 11cm (H)
23.2” (W) x 10.8” (D*) x 4.3” (H)

Weight :

Nett: 1.7kg Gross: 2.3kg
Nett: 3.7lbs Gross: 5lbs

+

Note that this product is deeper than standard Redboxes
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